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SCHOOL HOCKEY 1948 (PHOTO A)
(HEATHER RECALLS TIIAT THIS PHOTOGRAPH WAS TAKEN IN THE
WIND AND WAS RE-TAIfflN SEE PHOTO B)
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SCHOOL HOCKEY 1948 (PHOTO B)

CRICKET TEAM
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SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM 1948/49
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SCHOOL HOCKEY TEAM |9SO

SCHOOL ATHLETICS SUMMER 1950
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SCHOOL NETBALL 1949/50
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SCHOOL SAILING 1949
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SCHOOL ATHLETICS 1949

SCHOOL CRICKET
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PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN AT JEVER
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HEATHER MAULE WITH BOX BROWNIE

HEATHER MAULE WITH JIMMY JEANS
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SCHOOL HOCKEY TEAM 1948/49
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PHOTOS TAKEN BY HEATIIER MAULE. TIIE EVENING BEFORE THE
OPENING OF THE SCHOOL. CIIURCHILL WAS ALL 6SET UP, AND
EMPTY AND HEATHER TOOK THESE PHOTOGRAPHS WITH A BOX
BROWNm I
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DRAKE HOUSE RIDING TEAM (NAMED BY TILE €DUCK9 AS HIS
6DRAKE ROTJGH RIDERS*

PETER METTYEAR ON JANE quR DUXBURY}S HORSE), MIIm BIGGS,
TONY LOVELACE, HEATHER MAULE ON LASSIE.
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PETER METTYEAR SHOWING HEATHER MAULE HIS NEW BADGES!
KEITH FIRTH IN THE FORGROUND TAImN ON NELSON TERRACE BY
ALAN COOPER
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nm EDWARDS, HOUSEMASTER HOWE BOYS - PRESENTATION OF
HOUSE FLAG

HEATHER MAULE AT RIDING STABLES, TAKEN BY
JAMES P JEANS (HOWE)
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PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BETWEEN 19S3 - 1958

PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BETlnrEEN |953 - 1958
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PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BETln7EEN 1953 - |958

PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BETVIrEEN 1953 - l958
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PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BETIWEEN 1953 - 1958

PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BETVIrEEN |953 - 19S8
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PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BETWEEN 1953 - 1958
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PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BETWEEN |9S3 - 1958

PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN BETWEEN 1953 - 1958
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PHOTOGRAPHS LIKELY TO BE OF HOWE BOYS TAKEN BETWEEN
1953 -1955.

PHOTOGRAPHS LIKELY TO BE OF HOWE BOYS TAKEN BETWEEN
1953 -|9SS. MR EDWARDS SHOWN IN GROUI} PICTURE
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF HOWE BOYS TAKEN BETIWEEN 1953 -195S.
nIAN DOING IIANDSTAhun IS MR EDWARDS IN 19S3

PHOTOGRAPHS OF HOWE BOYS TAKEN BETln7EEN 1 O53
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Barbara Steels
From..

"H. M. Mauls" =h. maule@xtra. co. nz>

To:
Sent:
Subject:

=barbarasteels@lineone, net=
01 August 2007 0O:57
FW: Papers on the way to you from New Zealand

Used former address - had to re-send. I have such a slow dial-up speed at
my fiouse., I carmct do`unload attachments, photos ctc. If I know from a short
e-mail that such will be sent 24hrs later - I pick up from the xtra website
in tolun On broedband. Everyone knows this!

From: H,M.Mauls [mallto:h. maule@xtra. co.nz]
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2007 12:49 PM
To : im:e_m+±anT)__lifea=@pr±±|±filh_albesba!f£±±Q±lkl

Subject: Papers on the way to you from New Zealand
Hello Barbara, I met you at Stoke. The packet on its way - say ten days or
so to you from now - is the result of our looking through the memorabilia9

which I have never had an oppomrity of doing before, and being restricted
to light clean work for a month after an eye operation which destroyed by
usual lifestyle here! I began to sort and file all papers photos in the
house, and from my daughter. Timed into a read Pandora's Box as one thug
led to another, and eventually to photos from 1953 - 1958 (your time) which
I Imow little about' I think Rdr. Monger is in a couple of sports pictures wriich means that Peter Monger will ]mow about these.

I have clipped the various categories together, so take care when you open
the pack that you keep these together - or you will end up with the mess I
have had - and still have - all over floors, tables - even the kitchen
bench! There are two distinct eras here. Mne of l947-l950 (when I was
Head Girl - see book plate enclosed which although not dated was summer
1950). And a later one 1953-1958, which I know little about and was prised
away from caretaker by my daugtiter. I have only one original of this sat.

I have originals of quite a few of the 1947 ,group. You are welcome to
these, if they would fill gaps for you. I decided to copy the lot so you
could see what I have, and maybe even the ones I know you already have, may
have years/names missing from yours. I know you have/had a school athletics
team incorrectly marked. Four of the team photos had the names \whtten by
me on the back atthe time l948 on. These will be accurate, so I have
copied the backs and numbered them to match four photos, so you can check
yours.

I have \whtten around the edges of the prints, one reason I had prints madeS
so that you have this information firmly attached to the photo it refers tot
I have expect that you will ulm off any photo you want and re-1whte the
legends legibly. I have spent a lot of time I really did not have on this
job, so excuse `whting! The Cavalier might also be a means of getting
information albout the 53 on photos. I strong-a-ed Peter Mettyear at Stoke
about sending you things I knew he had. He has now done this. Someone said
you would be interested in our very attractive Confirmation certificates.
We were both conflmed in the Same lot from the Same Padre's class - and he
has had mine with his for a number of years. But presently can only find
0 1/08/2007
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hid sometime - and denft mendon I dropped him in it! All for now - must
get into tour for appointment and finish a bit of photocopying before I
post. I didn't do it, but one lot cane out very dark. As the originals had
to go back immediately, not possible to improve on some now.
I do not have any kind of christening photos now but both my children were
bom at RAF fever and christened in Chaurchill House. Such are the
vissicitudes of life. I have been on my olrm for five years now, and given
up on considerably older men! So it looks likely that visits to uK are
about to drastically diminish due to expense and the long 26 hr direct
flight time. Quickest possible Air New Zealand via Los Angeles.
Best of luck when packet arrives - I would expect 1 0 days from Thursday next
when I will post it _
Mary and Dick Allen - 01 883 625260 16 Homefield Road, Warljnghan CR6 9HQ
Union Jack Club 020 7928 6401 Sandell SL Waterloo, London SE1 8UJ (I am a
member)
Regards Heather Maule (King)

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
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mine! Odd - they were together, So, I have a copy of mine here. He was
going to send you a copy of both. I will try to flnd out where this has
reached, and will send you mine if necessary. I donlt think either of us
really want to part with the originals - but again we should if he can find
his. We have had a long association with PRS. On the first day, I came on
the bus from Flensburg via Keil ovemight and Hamburg. The bus was late`
On drawing up on he road outside Dralce early evening} there were two or
three adults (stafD and a ftw children on the herd waiting. As I got off
the bus - 141/2- and resplendent after a 2 day jotrmey in former school
uniform from UK - didnlt have much else in those days - pale blue poplin
frock with short puffed sleeves, white Pcter Pan collar, gathered skirt with
two front pockets (regulation length touching the floor when kneeling!)
white socks and b-un bar shoes! - Peter stepped foThurd and Offered to
carry my modest suitcase. He was two weeks short of his 16th birthday? a
Boy Scout, and very helpful from his years evacuated to America in 40/41.
We were both to be in Drake, so I (probably silently in embarrassmeut! ) went
round into Drake `nTh him and up the tiled stairs (Drake girls were upstairs
to begin with). He then volunteered that he thought here would be something
to eat at? time, and he would meet me at the front door and show me where
to go. Until summer 1948 we were as thick as thieves, by which timejust
the discrepaney in ages rather separated us - helped by the fhet that I had
a teacher Aunt in UK who knew Fellows and Thomason very well - a fact no-one
told me! He left in 1949 and I in 1950. So every tine we tum up together
to "events" itjust fuels idle speculation amongst the 47's. He was a model
hardworking pupil and we shared some classes like Latin and history.
Perfect Peter!) I uns always in on anything going - no seuse of propriety
at all! But we did once achieve something which got the whole House gated
the fiollowing Saturday - just because Howe were over-touchy!
The photos of the crest. I have explained how I took these - bad avallchle
light in Churchll the evening before the big day _ when I was almost
certainly supposed to be elsewhere! It is likely that this was the first
time that Andy Hendersonls painting had been photographed. There was an
outcry from the 47's some years ago, when they saw a later version which
differed in design and the beak of the bird was closed. Nan-traditional for
a phoenix and gave it a rather silly supercilious air, Joe Kinson really
went in to bat over this!
I will be away from home after next week. Should you want to contact me,
try Mary Ogilvy Stuarts house (Allen now) on 17th August between 12 and
2.30pm where the 47ls wffl be celebrating 60 years _ agaln! I will have
your phone no in UK. I will be doing the relation duty round and staying at
the Union Jack Club in London between then and just one night at Wlhim on
Sid September. I have no phone there but mail/messages would be kept fir
me. Justin case I can be useful while over. I will be on the hint atmy
sisterls for photos I lmow existed with my mother, but no longer lmow what
happened to them.
I only clear e-mall a couple of times a week - so donlt try me after you
have ptiotos. I have hardly any dial-up connection speed at home. I am 10
lrms from nearest village, and when I go in about three times a week, I call
up my Webmail on a broadband organized computer and print off there. I
cannot dour load photos or attachments, so always hope that Vic Longyearls
stuff arrives to coincide lwith Visit.

And that reminds me, Vie has acquired a large number of photos etc since he
began these books on early days. I hope he has been passing them on to you!
From all over, esp Canada and folk like Mike Booth. Have a gentle word to
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